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Heidi Vad Jønsson

IMMIGRANT POLICY DEVELOPING IN COPENHAGEN AND ISHØJ IN THE 1970S

This article analyses the development of municipal immigrant policies in Denmark in the 1970s through a case study of two municipalities, Copenhagen and Ishøj. The two municipalities encountered immigration in the earliest phase of Danish integration policy. In this period, national policies were limited and immigrants’ integration was primarily a municipal responsibility. As a result, the two municipalities had the opportunity and obligation to develop their own local solutions to the problems caused by migration during this period. The cases illustrate two trajectories in municipal policy-making. Copenhagen followed the national tendency to include guest workers and immigrants in the existing administrative body of the municipality and the welfare system, whereas Ishøj chose a different path with a coherent municipal immigrant policy. Through this case study of city-level policy-making in Denmark, this article contributes to research on municipal policy-making as well as research on the development of immigrant and integration policy.

Keywords immigrant policy, welfare state, Denmark, Copenhagen, Ishøj

Introduction

Over the past four decades, integration and immigration have become increasingly contested and debated issues in most Western countries. Migration of non-European Union (EU) foreign citizens into Europe has been singled out both as a social problem and as a possible solution to demographic challenges to European welfare states. Debates and academic analyses have focused on politics and policy-making at the national level. This approach has recently been challenged by researchers who argue that ‘policies are conceived at the national level, but problems are felt at the local level’. This article acknowledges these arguments and seeks to analyse municipal policy-making in the area of immigrant policy during the 1970s. Decision-making at the local level is important, and the municipalities have been key actors in the formulation of the social-policy aspects of immigrant policies.

Compared to other countries, Danish municipalities are quite autonomous. Within the Danish welfare-state system, municipalities have been able to create their own policy solutions to local challenges as long as these solutions are formulated in accordance with the national welfare political framework. Furthermore, in terms of immigration, Denmark is characterized by a long period without national policies. In the 1970s, the
integration of guest workers and immigrants was primarily a municipal responsibility. The Social Democratic government stressed this in 1980, when Minister of Interior Henning Rasmussen, describing the government’s immigration policy stated that ‘the compilation of public efforts should be implemented only in those places where the [integration] policies are to be upheld; that is, above all, in the municipalities’. This tendency to stress municipalities’ responsibility for integration of immigrants was maintained in the following years, with the consequence that municipalities had both the opportunity and the obligation to solve problems connected to migration.

How did Danish municipalities respond to this challenge? Did they create coherent integration policies, or were immigrants’ problems dealt with in the local administration bodies? Or were immigrants simply included in general political debates without extensive politicization? The scope of this article is to analyse the policies developed on the municipal level during the 1970s. My focus is on two municipalities – the capital city of Copenhagen and the suburban municipality of Ishøj – both of which had an early and high level of immigrant citizens. A general tendency in the Danish case is that municipalities with many immigrants are also so-called ‘Social Democratic municipalities’. Indeed, both Copenhagen and Ishøj were dominated by Social Democratic City Council members and mayors during the 1970s. The two municipalities, while certainly not typical Danish municipalities, can nevertheless be considered as pioneering cases. This article includes a qualitative analysis of immigrant-policy development in Copenhagen and Ishøj in the 1970s.

**Municipal policy-making**

City-level policy-making has gained increased attention in recent years. On the one hand, researchers have argued that a bottom-up approach shows how key features of the welfare state have municipal ‘roots’. In his pioneering book, *Velfærdsstatens Rødder* (The roots of the welfare state), Søren Kolstrup shows that a handful of Social Democratic municipalities were pioneers in the creation of those social systems and welfare institutions that became core elements of the welfare state. The theoretical outcome of Kolstrup’s research is that municipalities constitute a space of innovation and that analysing municipal policy-making brings about a better understanding of how new institutions are created. On the other hand, mainstream research in Danish integration policy has portrayed immigration policy as a point of conflict between (Social Democratic) municipalities and parliamentary politicians. Studies of media debates, parliamentary debates and discourse analysis on the national level tend to depict some municipalities as critical of immigrants and as opponents of a humanistic immigration and refugee policy. This article combines the two positions by analysing policy development from a local level in the two Social Democratic municipalities of Ishøj and Copenhagen.

This approach finds support in more recent Dutch research on immigration and policy-making. J.W. Duyvendak and P.W.A. Scholten, in their analysis of integration policy frames in The Netherlands, have concluded that: ‘When it comes to policy practices on the local level it is contested [...] whether these policy practices are actually driven by a normative multicultural model or by more pragmatic concerns of “keeping things together”’. Rinus Penninx has argued that local integration policies are more effective than national policies, since localities usually create better political-opportunity structures than the national political system. Furthermore, Penninx argues that ‘local
policymakers have a better understanding of the key problems and are more inclined to opt for pragmatic solutions’. In addition, the local level creates better political-opportunity structures than the national level, while in cities where national policies have been absent tend to create a demand for national subventions as well as national guidelines, even as they assert local autonomy.

Discussing the development of Danish integration policy at the local level, Martin Bak Jørgensen has analysed integration policies in four Danish municipalities. Jørgensen argues that ‘ideas diffused from outside the national context can inform local level policy-making; and that policies are situated within and adjusted to the broader cultural economy and city branding as part of competition between cities’. Jørgensen’s research is concentrated on the period after 1998 (the passing of the Danish Integration Act) when a national framework for local integration policies had already been established and during the period when the governing majority shifted from the Social Democrats to the Liberals (from 2001). In this period, Jørgensen argues that the decentralization which marked the decade after 2001 has created a ‘fairly large room for interpretation and implementation’. By 2001, a national integration policy had been established, but this is a rather new tendency. In this article, I argue that Danish developments prior to 1998 are of interest because Denmark had developed a very comprehensive welfare-state system, but without any sort of comprehensive integration policy throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Instead, early Danish integration policy was characterized by a tendency to include guest workers and immigrants in the existing system. This period has been labelled the ‘period of non-policy’ to suggest that these decades, despite being marked by extensive debates, produced very few institutional changes. The municipalities had the possibility and the responsibility to meet challenges connected to immigration. In this article, it is these solutions and political decisions that are the centre of attention.

Two cases: Copenhagen and Ishøj
The focus is on local immigration policies in two municipalities: Copenhagen and Ishøj. Compared to the remaining 273 Danish municipalities (since the reorganization in 1970), Copenhagen and Ishøj can be considered as both critical and pioneering cases when it comes to immigration issues. In the late 1960s, Copenhagen was the primary destination for most of the guest workers coming to Denmark, most of whom came from Yugoslavia, Turkey and Pakistan. In 1978 approximately 30% (28,929) of foreigners in Denmark lived in Copenhagen. Ishøj is a very small municipality and one of the so-called new, smaller satellite towns 20 km south of Copenhagen (population 16,437 in 1975). In the early 1970s, the number of Ishøj’s inhabitants with immigrant backgrounds exceeded 10% of the total population in the locality, and Ishøj became the Danish municipality with the highest percentage of immigrants. Since both cases are characterized as being among the first Danish ‘immigrant municipalities’, they constitute a logical site of policy innovation and pioneering.

Politically, both municipalities were traditionally Social Democratic and characterized by a notable Social Democratic representation in the political organs as well as the political leadership (mayor). Both municipalities have been characterized by strong welfare institutions and a high level of social services. However, the two cases differ in respect to size and attention. Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark (729,357 inhabitants
in 1975) whereas Ishøj is much smaller. Ishøj also has a much shorter history than Copenhagen, which since the early 20th century had been a welfare pioneer. From the 1970s, however, Ishøj became the centre of national attention, largely due to its immigration issues. In the public and parliamentary debates, Ishøj’s mayor Per Madsen was a quite outspoken critic of the national immigration policy (or rather the lack of it).¹⁸ Copenhagen politicians, despite the city’s large population of immigrants, were much more silent in this debate.

In the following analysis, the different local reactions to immigration are analysed. Two trajectories for political strategies are present. Municipalities could either opt for pragmatic, ad hoc solutions to acute problems or develop ideologically founded policies, which would also entail attempts to alter national problem-framing and national policies (a bottom-up effect), possibly leading to a nationalization of local challenges.

In the sections below, a brief outline of Danish immigrant policy is followed by an analysis of policy developments in Copenhagen and Ishøj during the 1970s.

**Guest workers in the 1960s**

The late 1960s were a period of economic boom in all Western countries, and to meet the need for mainly unskilled labour, guest workers entered Western Europe in large numbers.¹⁹ This was also the case in Denmark and from 1967 to 1973 as guest workers from mainly Yugoslavia, Turkey and Pakistan entered the Danish labour market.²⁰ At the same time, the Danish welfare state was in its so-called golden years. From the late 1950s to 1973, the welfare state expanded, as more and more aspects of society became part of the public sphere.²¹ The newly arrived workers encountered a society with high equality ambitions, universal social rights and a highly unionized labour force.²² Soon after the opening to migrant workers, the so-called ‘guest-worker issue’ became a theme in parliamentary debates. From an early stage, the main question was how the universal welfare state could and should deal with problems connected to immigration. The main problems included language barriers, discrimination on the labour and housing markets, the need for leisure-time activities, and so on. In order to understand the character and possible solutions to these challenges, the Elkær-Hansen Commission was appointed by the Minister of Labour in 1969. The commission’s remit included both the entry-related political issues as well as immigrant-policy implications, including guest workers’ social problems and adaptation to Danish society.²³

In spite of some administrative changes and attempts to solve specific problems, critics at the time claimed: ‘Denmark does not have a genuine immigrant policy’.²⁴ This critique was true to the extent that only a tentative immigrant political statement had been presented in Parliament, and at this early stage, the guest-worker or immigrant policy was to a great extent an example of policy as problem-solving and not policy as ideological visions.²⁵ The national policies presented by the changing governments were characterized by ad hoc solutions to guest workers’ social problems.²⁶ This was also the case after the oil crisis hit Denmark in the autumn of 1973, and Denmark followed the European pattern by closing its borders to foreign labour.²⁷ As was also the case in other Western countries, the introduction of a prohibition on labour importation affected only the entry of new guest workers. Immigration continued through family reunification.²⁸ This led to a change in the political discussions, so that during the 1970s, immigrants came to be viewed as a social problem. The social problems connected to
Immigrants were discussed both in the media and in Parliament, but in the 1970s this national politicization did not lead to any reforms. Immigrants were included in the welfare-state system, and the most visible institutional change was the employment of a guest-worker staff consultant in the Ministry for Social Affairs.

The tendency was that the immigrants were to utilize the same system, in the same manner, as Danish citizens, mainly to ensure equality and avoid stigmatization. Similar cases should be processed similarly. The idea that immigrants experienced other types of difficulties or barriers than did Danish citizens was acknowledged, but this did not lead to political reforms. In this connection, Diane Sainsbury has argued that in the Nordic Countries the group of people entitled to social benefits changed due to increased immigration. The system gradually changed from entitlement based on nationality to entitlement based on residence, thus making it possible to include immigrants in the existing social-welfare system. This tendency also marked the Danish development, but as Sainsbury has argued, the 1970s were marked by the fact that ‘the Danes embarked on formulating a foreign workers policy [ . . . ] not a settlement policy. Nor did the Danes decouple immigrant policy from immigration policy’. As a result, ‘this issue frame undermined the development of a comprehensive immigrant policy’.

Inclusion of immigrants in the system without clarifying or solving the challenges connected to immigration (such as increased pressure on the housing market and immigrants’ difficulties entering the labour market in an economy recession) left room for other political actors – at the municipal level – to set the agenda, propose solutions and promote visions for the early Danish integration policy.

**Guest workers and immigrants in Copenhagen**

In the late 1960s, the newly arrived guest workers made their mark on the political debate in the City Council in Copenhagen. Guest workers were becoming a part of the city picture, and problems connected with their residence became an issue in the municipal debate. But what really was the problem? This was pinpointed by Knud Brørup (the Socialist Peoples’ Party) during a meeting of the Copenhagen municipal council May 1969:

A low-paid proletariat of foreigners is being created in Denmark. No one takes care of these foreigners. They are becoming a pariah caste and an easy victim for all of those shady persons who are attempting to exploit them. [. . . ] My request, therefore, is an appeal to the City Administration’s [social service] department to take initiatives in this area, so that Copenhagen can stand out as an example of what could be done to bring the chaotic situation to an end.

The new workers were linguistically handicapped and not able to communicate with the Danish-speaking population. The result was that guest workers were a highly vulnerable group, while the general housing shortage in the city and the fact that guest workers were searching for the cheapest possible housing meant that many ended up in the slum areas of Copenhagen.

Knud Brørup’s request gave rise to some debate in the Municipal Council. Not least because this was the first time that the guest-worker issue had entered the political arena. In his response, the vice-mayor for social affairs, Børge H. Jensen (Social
Democrat) argued that the city was dealing with two types of foreigners. One group consisted of ‘loose birds, who see a chance to prey on a society which from their point of view is some kind of El Dorado, where it is possible to live high on prostitutes, porn production, drug dealing and other shady businesses’; the other included the so-called ‘serious guest workers’, and this group experienced different levels of discrimination. Some restaurants in Copenhagen had refused to serve meals to non-Danish-looking people because guest workers apparently bought only a single cup of coffee and spent long hours talking loudly and taking up space. These and other cases of what at the time was referred to as ‘racist reactions’ influenced the debate on guest workers in the municipality, but also made it clear that initiatives to improve the conditions for the ‘serious guest workers’ were required.

From a municipal perspective, such problems were best solved on the national level through a national immigrant policy. However, such a policy was lacking during this early period. The first guest-worker commission, the Elkær-Hansen Commission, was appointed one month later (in June 1969) and the identification of guest-worker problems and challenges as well as possible solutions was still being debated nationally. It was not entirely clear, what ‘the guest-worker problem’ entailed.

Even though it was evident that the new workers were in a vulnerable position, the general understanding was that the foreign workers were in Denmark only on a temporary basis. This idea about temporality constituted the dominant policy framework in Denmark. This created a new situation in Danish welfare policy. On the one hand, the universal welfare state aimed at social integration, reducing inequality, and so on. In this connection, the welfare system presented a solution to certain temporary problems. In the case of unemployment or sickness, for example, the Danish national welfare system provided a high level of security. On the other hand, this system was created to serve a ‘permanent’ population and was based on a social contract between generations, between the employed and unemployed, between the healthy and the sick. Guest workers, with their temporary residence and temporary problems thus became a new social group in the welfare state. As a consequence, Danish policy-makers were hesitant to form policies in terms of national guidelines with specific means and goals. If guest workers were supposed to repatriate once the economic boom came to an end, there was no good reason to create a coherent national integration policy. The inclusion of guest workers in society was, after all, linked to their temporary status on the labour market. In this optic, the newly arrived guests deserve hospitality, but not necessarily full-scale welfare.

This policy framework also coloured the political debate on the municipal level in the early 1970s. At the municipal level as well as in Parliament, the Socialist People’s Party argued for a coherent immigrant policy. Guest workers were to be included in the working class through an active immigrant policy that included housing, employment, language and education as well as social measures. These initiatives should be financed through state funding and especially by the employers. The Conservative Party represented the interests of employers, who had become dependent on the temporary workers, but the Conservatives argued for a municipal coordination of the various initiatives, which could solve problems for this specific group of workers who were envisioned to remain in Denmark and Copenhagen on a temporary basis. The temporality aspect was quite outspoken among the employers, maybe most clearly in an often-quoted article in their magazine, Dansk Arbejdsgiver (The Danish employer), where the
head of the employers’ organization, Jens Fisker, underscored that ‘the guest workers are especially welcome. First and foremost because this reserve does not cost anything, in contrast to a reserve of unemployed or housewives. If we do not need the labour, it can just be deported’. 44

Even if these mechanisms of supply and demand could be effective, the Left as well as the Social Democrats and the Trade Union Federation (LO) could not accept guest workers becoming a new underclass in society, nor would they tolerate a situation where the foreign workers could end up undercutting the wages of Danish workers. The socialist parties suggested a coherent immigrant policy whereas the Social Democrats maintained their long-term alliance with the welfare state, the key aspects of which were equality and solidarity, but with freedom from the market (de-commodification). 45

The political debate in the City Council echoed the parliamentary debate, where the lines were drawn primarily between the left-wing parties, the Social Democrats and the Conservatives. Nevertheless, the discussions in the City Council leave an impression of profound disagreement, even though some tentative attempts were made to solve guest workers’ immediate challenges. The ideological disputes did not necessarily stand in the way of solving acute problems. In the 1970s and early 1980s, the main themes debated in the City Council were housing, language, schools and leisure-time activities. 46

**Avedøre Holme: ad hoc solutions to urgent problems**

The housing shortage in Copenhagen was highly problematic for many people living in Copenhagen, and the problem greatly affected the guest workers. Some of them had fallen into the hands of slumlords, while others had been housed by their employers in barracks or rebuilt ships, as was the case in the large Burmeister & Wain shipyard. 47 For the municipalities, this was a difficult situation because the housing shortage affected a broad part of the population in Copenhagen. Finding housing for guest workers and immigrants would not help all Copenhagener. A possible solution to the housing situation came from the Elkær-Hansen Commission, with the Avedøre-Holme project. 48 The idea was to build a rather large number of temporary huts which could provide accommodation for the newly arrived guest workers for a limited time period. Municipalities situated around Avedøre Holme were to pay part of the costs, and in 1970 the Avedøre Holme Project was debated in the Copenhagen Municipal Council. The left-wing councillors argued that employers had created this problem through labour importation and therefore they should pay for the housing project. On the other side were the Social Democrats, the Conservatives as well as the Liberals, who could see some positive effects of the Avedøre Holme Project. It was by no means regarded as an ideal solution by any of the represented parties, but it was nevertheless seen as a pragmatic solution to the immediate housing shortage and the accompanying social challenges. 49

In spite of the mixed opinions, the municipal board decided to support the project, mainly because the other municipalities in the Copenhagen metropolitan area had accepted the proposal, but also because this could temporarily solve this compelling problem. 50 In the end, the project turned out to be out-dated even before it was finished, because the so-called small immigrant stop was introduced in 1971 thereby limiting the number of new guest workers. 51 Changes on the labour market and in the Danish economy simply outran the project, but it illustrates that profound disagreements within the municipal council did not hinder local pragmatism.
Immigrant families, leisure-time activities and language training

The housing problem was not just a question of finding suitable accommodation for temporary guest workers or newly arrived foreigners. From the late 1960s, the housing issue was also connected to other aspects of the welfare state, including the social and family sector.

Even though the first immigrants consisted mainly of male industrial workers who were either unmarried or had left their families back in their home countries, some of the early guest workers had also brought their families with them. These families, who are almost invisible in the national debates, were part of the discussion at the city level. In 1969, Mayor Børge H. Jensen informed councillors about language training for immigrant families provided by the family-counselling office. Guest-worker families were gradually becoming a topic within the local administration. The main challenge for those in the social-welfare department was how to provide good homes for the guest-workers’ children and how to make their adaptation to Danish as smooth as possible.

In Copenhagen, a dual immigration tendency, including both temporality and permanence, posed a new problem for the caseworkers in the social-service administration, who were confronted with a new set of challenges. The general problems in the city became even more explicit, when dealing with guest-worker families. However, the problems and challenges continued to be dealt with within the local administrations, and no coherent policy was passed in the municipal board. Debates in the City Council followed the national trend of commenting on guest-workers’ problems and then attempting to solve them within the existing institutional framework. This tendency is evident not only when looking at the housing issues and family counselling, but also when it comes to leisure-time activities for guest workers.

The city provided financial support to a variety of guest-worker organizations, but the initiative to create leisure-time activities for this group came from non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or was based on private initiatives such as the Yugoslav Club and other ethnic/national organizations. The same was not the case, however, for children. For this group, the social administration and the family-counselling service organized youth-club activities in the Copenhagen barracks-neighbourhood of Vognmandsmarken as a part of a social–political strategy. Also in this case, Copenhagen followed the national tendency to include migrants in the existing welfare systems.

Another option was to create a new institution within the existing framework, hereby acknowledging that administering guest-workers’ cases called for specialized knowledge. This track was not followed by the public sector in the city. Instead a private organization, People to People, pushed this alternative approach. This organization had an office for guest-worker counselling in the city and provided specialized social counselling and case work for guest workers. Part of the work was carried out in cooperation with the family-counselling and municipal administration, because People to People possessed specialized knowledge within this field. The existence of this organization, while it did not have a major effect, can nevertheless be seen as an attempt to push for a different policy framework than the one prevailing at the time.

Introductory classes for immigrant children

The most visible reaction to the arrival of immigrant families in Copenhagen was the creation of introductory classes for foreign pupils in those schools with comparably high...
concentrations of non-Danish children. This system, also known as the Erik Odder System, was developed in Copenhagen in the early 1970s in a school close to the Vognmandsmarken neighbourhood. In essence, this system consisted of creating small, preferably ethnically based, classes where the pupils received instruction in their native language and the history of their country of origin, as well as a gradual introduction to the Danish language, history and society. Once the pupils were able to communicate in and understand Danish, they were gradually transferred to ordinary classes and by the end of the introduction period were able to attend the same courses as their Danish peers. The introductory-class system had been developed, however, to comply with the special needs of non-Danish speaking pupils who were in Denmark on a permanent basis. It was not intended to deal with temporary residents.

This system became an important part of the early integration policy in two ways. First, other municipalities imported the system, which was viewed as a success in Copenhagen. Second, the system was included in national policy-making and institutionalized in 1976, when the law on primary schools was revised. What is somewhat peculiar in this context is that this system received very little attention in the public debate. Both locally and nationally, the system was imported, transferred or included without much debate. One possible reason for this can be the apparent success of the system. Another can be that other problems stood out as more acute: housing issues and the developing ghetto debate; high unemployment among immigrants; and the lack of Danish-language skills in this group combined with a rising anti-immigrant attitude in society. All of these issues dominated the political and public debates in the post oil-crisis period, and in this context, the introduction-class system in the schools was merely seen as an ad hoc solution to a compelling problem. Nevertheless, this case supports Kolstrup’s findings that municipalities acted as spaces of innovation, thus confirming his bottom-up approach. In connection with primary school, Copenhagen presented a solution which was applicable at the national level.

The Vognmandsmarken controversy
Housing policy remained unsolved and highly problematic in Copenhagen, and an effect of the lack of ability or opportunity to solve the housing problem was that immigrants came to settle in some of the slum areas in Copenhagen. Vognmandsmarken was a highly contested area, which became symptomatic for guest-workers’ and immigrants’ problems in the capital at this time.

The area was marked by its stigma of poor quality, and in the Municipal Council, Vognmandsmarken was on several occasions pointed out as the ‘bad example’ and a tragic effect of lacking political actions in the field of housing policy. When discussing the Avedøre Holme Project in June 1970, the Liberal, Jens Jelsbak, pointed out that ‘the foreigners who have experienced Vognmandsmarken will regard Avedøre as a much friendlier place’. Ludvig Hansen, from the Danish Communist Party, agreed and continued the characteristic left-wing line by emphasizing that since guest workers had been invited to come and work in Denmark, the Danish political system was also obligated to provide suitable housing for them. In this question, Communists and Liberals found common ground, and there was general agreement that the Vognmandsmarken area was a highly problematic neighbourhood and that this old slum area was also now turning into a guest-workers’ ghetto. But the discussions did not lead to any definitive
solutions. Again in November 1971, Mayor Alfred Wassard Jørgensen (Conservative) stressed the importance of avoiding a repetition of ‘what we have seen in, for example, Vognmandsmarken, where guest workers in some cases live with small children, adult children and their parents-in-law, grandparents, etc.’. Eighteen months later, Vognmandsmarken was still being described as a worst-case scenario, a tendency that continued in the years that followed (until Vognmandsmarken was completely torn down in 1979). This was the case both in the City Council and in the press, but the political effects were minimal. Vognmandsmarken was not much different from other depressed areas ripe for development or condemnation. Slum areas were a general problem in the capital, but it became even more explicit when most of the inhabitants in an area were immigrants.

Moving to the suburbs, Ishøj

Since the housing situation was more problematic in Copenhagen than elsewhere in Denmark at the time, guest workers began to move to outlying localities in the metropolitan area. Ishøj became the destination for a comparatively large number of new immigrants. To understand why Ishøj became the first choice for many guest workers, we need to take a brief look at the creation of this ‘new town’.

Until the 1950s, Ishøj was a small village dominated by agriculture. In the years after the Second World War, many Danish cities expanded as an effect of continuous urbanization and people migrating from the countryside, seeking jobs and educational opportunities in the city. Copenhagen was no exception. The result was a severe housing shortage, combined with a large amount of old and out-dated apartment buildings. The situation led to political discussions on how to solve these acute problems. The solution was the so-called ‘Five-finger plan’ (Femfingerplanen). In the plan it was suggested that transportation ‘fingers’ were developed to connect the city and the surrounding areas. This was to enable the development of new towns in a circle around Copenhagen. The design and approval of a second urban-development plan for the area south of Copenhagen, the Køgebugt Plan, led to the creation of the new town Ishøj.

The housing estate called ‘Ishøj fields’ (Ishøj-Planen) was the ‘crown jewel’ in the city plan. The shopping centre and city hall in the middle of the new town was surrounded by 53 blocks of flats and would become the core area of the city. A school, Strandgårdskolen, was built in connection with the apartment buildings, and within a few years an entirely urban centre saw the light of day. This way of creating new towns set its mark on the south-western parts of the metropolitan area (Vestegnen). The Five Finger Plan and Køgebugtplanen (including the expansion of public transportation from Copenhagen to the suburbs) combined with general excitement over large apartment buildings of high quality made its mark on city-development planning. The architecture of Ishøjplanen was ‘high fashion’ in the late 1960s, and the area was internationally acknowledged for its good quality and high standard. Furthermore, apartments in Ishøj-Planen were cheap and would ideally be the perfect home. In reality, Ishøj-Planen did not live up to the politicians’ expectations. This high-quality social-housing area was not as attractive as envisioned, and many of the apartments remained unoccupied for a long period of time.

In 1970 Ishøj’s Social Democratic mayor, Per Madsen, argued on TV against the Avedøre Holme Project and suggested that guest workers should move to Ishøj. In
September 1972 the public-housing association AAB advertised the Ishøj apartments in a magazine for guest workers, *Fremmedarbejderbladet*, and in the following years immigrant families began to move to Ishøj.\(^7^1\) The push factors for this development were, of course, the shortage of cheap rental housing in central Copenhagen. The pull factors included the advertisements directed explicitly at guest workers, but the low rents and low deposits for apartments compared to Copenhagen were also contributing factors.\(^7^2\)

### Creating immigrant policies in Ishøj\(^7^3\)

By 1974, approximately 1,400 people, mainly from Pakistan and Turkey, had settled in Ishøj.\(^7^4\) The number of immigrants quickly rose to a much higher proportion than the national average, and during the 1970s, Ishøj municipality became known for its ethnically diverse population. This tendency became an issue in the local City Council (*Ishøj Byråd*) and the immediate reaction of Mayor Per Madsen was to appoint a working group which would analyse the entire immigrant question, focusing especially on education, social issues, leisure time, housing and work, as well as tax issues, including immigrants’ payment of taxes and tax deductions (given for support of dependents in the home country).\(^7^5\) At this point, Ishøj differed significantly from Copenhagen, since the Ishøj City Council reacted to the growing immigrant population by stressing the need for a mapping of problems followed by policy proposals that could resolve or otherwise manage the immigrants’ social problems. This suggests that both national policy frameworks and policy development vary not only in connection with the two levels of governance (national and local), but also between localities.\(^7^6\) In this connection, it is noteworthy that during this early phase of politicization, immigrants were perceived, both nationally and in Copenhagen, as ‘guest workers’. In Ishøj, however, this same group began to be viewed as ‘immigrants’, underscoring the local political perception that they were not in Denmark — nor in Ishøj — on a temporary basis.\(^7^7\) This perception proved correct.

By 1975, the Ishøj working group had completed its report, which included a thorough analysis of problems connected to the increased immigration. The primary focus was on the Pakistanis and Turks, as they were the largest groups in absolute numbers, and because the municipality sought to avoid over-concentration of these groups in public housing.\(^7^8\) These early attempts to create new types of restrictions within the municipal setting were highly controversial, but it was also seen as a possible model for solving the ‘ghettoization problem’ in other municipalities in the following years.\(^7^9\) In general, the working group played a key role in the politicization of immigrants. Two main issues were highlighted.

First, immigrants were now regarded as a unique group with specific problems, mainly concerning language. The immigrants’ inability to communicate with the administrative body in the municipality meant that immigrants were unable to utilize the existing institutions. Misunderstandings and misinformation led to confusion among immigrants as well as for the local caseworkers. To solve this problem, the working group recommended setting up a counselling service for immigrants within the municipal administration and the employment of specialized case workers. This would both enable immigrants to use the municipal administration on equal terms with Danish citizens, while specialized counselling would also reduce the pressure on the caseworkers in the administrative units. Furthermore, immigrant children often needed special language training, which called for the local school to make an extra effort to ensure
that the children could attend extra Danish-language instruction. The working group also emphasized the need to include immigrants and especially their children in local associations (football clubs, and so on) so as to facilitate the inclusion of immigrants in the local community.  

Second, the working group as well as the local politicians, including the mayor, did not hesitate to point out immigrants as a social and economic challenge. The need for special education, special institutions to ensure equal access to social benefits and family patterns in immigrant families, where ‘women stayed at home with the small children’ meant that the municipality experienced a ‘double deficit’: extra expenses for immigrant-related policies and reduced tax base due to high unemployment, family patterns and the ‘maintenance contracts’ by which immigrants could deduct taxable income for money sent to their families in their home countries. All these factors were costs of being a municipality with many immigrants. In this respect, the new system, based on block grants from the state instead of individual municipal refunds, led Ishøj to argue for including the number of immigrants as a parameter for funds when calculating and negotiating the annual block grants. This argument was stressed by the first immigrant working group and further emphasized in the years that followed. In addition to claiming a higher state subsidy, Ishøj applied for and received funding from the European Economic Community (EEC) to be able to uphold and further develop initiatives which would enable good integration of immigrants.

The creation of a municipal immigrant policy with specific means and goals based on inclusion, equal access and integration differs from ad hoc policy-making. The fact that guest workers were perceived as immigrants and regarded as a new social group with problems that differed from those of other social groups meant that Ishøj chose a different policy trajectory than Copenhagen. In Ishøj, ad hoc solutions to urgent problems were based upon a coherent immigrant policy rather than pragmatic solutions. This tendency to view immigrants’ problems and challenges connected to migration from a holistic point of view marked the political decisions in this area. The housing policy was symptomatic of this tendency.

**Housing policy in Ishøj: the 10% limit**

In order to foster a diversity of households in its housing stock, Ishøj introduced a controversial system whereby the number of immigrants in any housing block could not exceed 10%. This figure equalled the number of immigrants in the municipality in 1974. This policy – allocating housing according to ethnic origin – became highly problematic in the years that followed, and the municipality was accused of racial discrimination by local politicians, journalists, parliamentarians and the immigrants who were denied housing.

When the working group analysed immigrants’ problems and the municipal challenges connected to immigration, the ethnic restriction on housing was one of the outcomes. Where did this quota policy come from? How did they come up with the 10% limit?

The answer lies in Sweden, since Sweden was a country of inspiration for the local policy-makers (politicians and local officials). For Ishøj, the city of Malmö (pop. 265,000 in 1970) set an example of how to coordinate the social counselling of immigrants. In November 1974, the Ishøj working group went on a study trip,
45 minutes by a catamaran, across the Øresund Strait, to Malmö. Here, the working group obtained ideas as to how the Danish municipalities might coordinate their activities. They looked with envy at their Swedish colleagues, who were much more experienced in handling immigrants and whose work was guided by the Swedish national immigrant policy.\textsuperscript{86} Sweden, in this case Malmö, became the good example for the municipality, and the idea of the 10% limit principle was a Swedish import, this proportion being considered the proper number for ensuring successful integration. Furthermore, the validity of this principle was backed up by the Danish experts on immigration. For Ishøj, Ole Hammer, editor of \textit{Fremmedarbejderbladet}, was consulted and following the conclusions of the working group, he confirmed that limiting the number of immigrants in a social-housing area might help solve the problems with developing ghettoization.\textsuperscript{87}

The ethnic-quota system was institutionalized in Ishøj in the mid-1970s, when Per Madsen and the City Council urged the housing associations to avoid renting apartments to immigrants in Ishøj in general and in certain areas in particular (especially in Ishøj-Planen).\textsuperscript{88} Under this quota system non-Danish nationals would be excluded from being allocated a rental unit if there were already an immigrant family living in the same building (or stairway). This procedure was followed by the housing associations, which in rejecting ethnic applicants for a rental unit would use the phrase the ‘quota has been exhausted’.\textsuperscript{89} This system gave rise to public and political debate and found its way to the ombudsman’s desk. After reviewing the case, however, the ombudsman concluded that the ethnic-quota system was legitimate due to ‘special and significant problems regarding a responsible integration of “guest workers” [. . .] and that the mayor’s request [. . .] was issued solely to solve these problems’.\textsuperscript{90}

The legitimation of the ethnic-quota principle had consequences in the years to come. The so-called ‘dispersion policy’, which became a significant pillar of the policy debates of the 1980s, had its point of departure in these municipalities, where Ishøj became one of the frontrunners.\textsuperscript{91} This was especially evident when a national working-group report on immigrants’ settlement patterns was published in 1986.\textsuperscript{92}

It is noteworthy that these limitation principles – by which public housing was denied to migrants on the basis of their ethnic origin – were quite new in Denmark. The novelty in Ishøj was that immigrants were pointed out as a group, which along with other social groups, should not dominate the composition of tenants.

The ethnic-limitation principle included important aspects in connection with borders and entry into Denmark, since immigration was not only a question of entering Danish territory, but also being accorded entitlements of the municipalities and the Danish welfare state.

Critical voices
When the Ishøj municipality encountered larger groups of immigrants in the 1970s, it was pointed out that immigrants were not guest workers, but rather a new social group, which was highly overrepresented in unemployment statistics, and that the group of immigrants consisted of a highly heterogeneous group of people, some of whom posed more challenges to the system than others. On several occasions, the Ishøj mayor, Per Madsen, argued that Turkish immigrants were the most problematic. Paternalistic family
patterns meant that women were isolated and unable to participate in the labour market. This was also the case for young girls, who were taken out of school when they entered puberty. In addition, it was argued that young girls were forced into arranged marriages, and that Turkish families ‘imported’ husbands and wives for their sons and daughters from Turkey. The effect of this import of spouses from the country of origin was increased immigration and a growing group of marginalized and isolated immigrant women. During the 1980s, these arguments about the oppression of women among migrant families, forced marriages, poor education opportunities for immigrant children in general and girls in particular, as well as exclusion from society were articulated and discursively constructed as a cultural and religious challenge. By the late 1980s, Per Madsen, still mayor of Ishøj, argued on national TV that ‘this is a cultural struggle and a religious struggle’.

The arguments about cultural problems and migrants’ culture being incompatible with Danish values on (gender) equality meant that Per Madsen and Ishøj municipality were ascribed a symbolic status as the core of immigrant-critical Social Democrats in the increasingly polarized Danish immigration debate. This critique was reinforced by part of the more liberal press, which criticized Ishøj’s quota system as discriminatory and as excluding immigrants from political and social participation. Niels Ufer, from the small but influential left-wing, intellectual newspaper Information, wrote a series of feature stories about immigrants’ lives in Ishøj, arguing that the mayor and City Council, as well as the local administration and especially the immigrant office, were discriminatory against Ishøj’s immigrant population.

The strident political debate about immigrants and immigration, where right-wing parties voiced shrill protests against increased immigration, meant that Per Madsen’s arguments about immigrants as a cultural challenge were perceived of as part of an anti-immigration discourse. By the late 1980s, Per Madsen had become both a blunt immigrant-critical Social Democrat and a pioneer among Social Democratic local politicians who struggled to solve social–political problems both for and connected with immigrants.

In this new climate of debate, Ishøj remained a Social Democratic stronghold. It continued along the same path, arguing that both immigrants and society (the welfare state) were best served by a policy which followed the principle of ethnic limitations on housing. Furthermore, the arguments developed in Ishøj in the 1970s on the economic costs of immigration and the need for a specialized institutional structure in order to secure good integration were still pushed on the national agenda. On many occasions, Mayor Per Madsen argued for additional funding, for the dispersion of immigrants and a fairer economic distribution policy. At the same time, Per Madsen argued heavily for giving immigrants political rights (to vote), since this would create a political opportunity structure where the new citizens could actually gain genuine influence and become a part of society. From Per Madsen’s perspective, immigrants should have the same rights and opportunities as the rest of the population, but the means for reaching this goal were highly controversial.

The 1980s were marked by a new climate for debating immigration as well as a culturalization of the integration discussions. In this context, Per Madsen and other mayors in the Social Democratic suburban municipalities occupied the critical wing of the Social Democratic Party. This tendency is most likely due to the fact that Per Madsen made some quite explicitly critical arguments about the clash of cultures
Furthermore, it seems that the mayors and the more left-wing media, academics and the Social Democrats in Parliament did not speak the same language as the local mayors. The room for manoeuvre became smaller during this period. Another contributing factor was that the City Council in Ishøj added fuel to the fire by arranging a symbolic ballot on the question ‘Should we [the City Council] endeavour/recommend that more people of foreign extraction move to Ishøj?’ The response of the voters was a pronounced ‘No’. While the local referendum had no administrative effect, it was a clear signal to the national politicians that Ishøj wanted a halt to increased immigration to those municipalities with already high numbers of migrants. In 1991, the ethnic-quota system was declared illegal by the High Court. The case against Ishøj had been taken to court by the Ishøj Committee against Xenophobia (Ishøj-Kommitteen mod Fremmedhad), which had been established in opposition to the ethnic-quota policy. The court found that since the Housing Act did not create any legal basis for the system, Ishøj’s quota system violated the Act against Race Discrimination (Act no. 289, November 1971) the system in Ishøj was illegal. The system that had been approved by the Ombudsman in 1976 was declared discriminatory in 1991.

**Municipal policy-making between ideology, visions and pragmatism**

Copenhagen and Ishøj chose different strategies when migration became a theme in the sphere of the localities. The analysis of Copenhagen shows that even though the City Council recognized that immigration was a welfare-policy challenge and that problems in society were magnified through migrants’ problems, the municipality tended to opt for pragmatic solutions. Copenhagen also shows examples of novelty and creating new systems (such as the introductory-class system), but these measures were the result of attempts to solve urgent problems within the social administrations. Copenhagen followed the national, parliamentary strategy of including migrants into existing institutions. The Copenhagen model was marked by attempts to solve the challenges through ad hoc solutions and creating new systems, and some of these systems were institutionalized nationally.

In Ishøj, a wholly new immigration policy was developed which included social rights and security, sought to provide the migrant population with equal opportunities, and aimed at putting immigrants on an equal footing with other citizens. The means for achieving these goals included an ethnic limit on the allocation of social-housing areas as a means of counteracting the creation of ethnic and social ghettos, a specialized immigrant-counselling service, and so on. The model created in Ishøj, therefore, was not characterized by ad hoc solutions or pragmatism. Instead, policy development was driven by early politicization, problem detection and the attempt to create equality and equal opportunities for all inhabitants. In this connection, cultural conflicts became highly problematic. In addition, the local politicians sought to place immigration and municipalities’ problems and challenges on the national political agenda by arguing for a dispersion policy that would result in a scattered settlement pattern and limitations on entry, in return for a cohesive and inclusive integration system within the municipalities. The integration measures became highly problematic since problems in Ishøj could not be converted into national policies.
These two strategies for dealing with new challenges in municipalities are feasible explanations for the different outputs and results in the development of municipal integration policy. This suggests that policy-making should not only be studied in terms of local versus national comparisons but also across different municipalities. Furthermore, in the Danish context, municipal-level policy-making has played an important role in the development of Danish immigrant and integration policies in the latter half of the 20th century. While the decentralizing tendencies of the post-2001 period created a ‘fairly large room for interpretation’, the background for this decentralization must be found in the pioneering efforts of municipalities 30 years earlier. Viewing the findings here with more contemporary research, Danish integration and immigrant policy has had three main phases: a rather long phase from the 1970s to 1993, where municipalities conducted pragmatic problem-solving and pioneered new forms of administration; a following period of centralization and national integration-policy development (1993–1998/2001); and the present period of decentralization, where municipalities carry out their own form of interpretation and implementation.
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In Ishøj, the Komiteen mod fremmedhad (The Committee Against Xenophobia) was formed and argued heavily against the 10% policy. Key actors in the committee were representatives from the left-wing, Socialistsk Folkeparti (The Socialist People’s Party). See Ishøj Rådhus, Per Madsens borgmesterarkiv. Socialistisk Folkeparti, Ishøj, Byrådsgruppen. Meddelelse til pressen, 29 February 1988; Ishøj Rådhus. Ishøj Byråds Beslutningsprotokol, 1 March 1988. Blad 29.
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For an analysis of the Danish dispersal-policy debates, see DammSchultz-Nielsen, and Tranæs, En Befolkning deler sig op?
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The statement is included in a TV documentary: Danmarks Radio. DR2, ‘Kampen om Indvandringeren’.
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See for example Jørgensen, Hvad sagde vi, 199–205.
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Per Madsen received letters from citizens who agreed with him. See Ishøj Rådhus, Per Madsens Borgmesterarkiv.


Representatives from the Socialist People’s Party argued heavily against the limitation policy. See for example Ishøj Rådhus, Per Madsens borgmesterarkiv, (unregistered data), ‘Udskrift fra byrådets åbne mode den 1/3-1988’.
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